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EU GDPR: European Union General Data Protection Regulation
PERSONAL DATA: [A]ny information relating to an identified or identifiable person (‘data subject’)

START

Do you collect or process personal data about people located/living in the EU (alumni, students, employees, human subjects, patients, distant learners, etc.)?

YES

EU GDPR DOES apply to notification or consent

NO

Do you collect or process data about race, ethnicity, political opinions, religious/philosophical beliefs, union membership, genetic, biometric, health, sex life or sexual orientation?

YES

EU GDPR does not consider this data as special category or “sensitive”

NO

EU GDPR does not apply to notification or consent

Would providing data collection and use notice offer transparency and promote trusted relationships with individuals or constituents?

YES

PROVIDE NOTICE about data collection and use - see “Provide Privacy Notice”

NO

Notice not needed

END

Do you have a lawful basis for processing non-special category/sensitive personal data WITHOUT consent?

YES

You must PROVIDE NOTICE about data collection and use - see “Provide Privacy Notice”

NO

Do you have a legitimate basis for processing special category/sensitive personal data WITHOUT consent?

YES

You must OBTAIN CONSENT from individuals - see “Obtain Consent”

NO

Complete Personal Data Use Registry (Pending)

See UW Standard for EU GDPR, and only use data for original purpose.

END

END